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ABSTRACT 

Significant skeletal muscle atrophy occurs in crewmembers of long-duration 

spaceflights. Exposure to long-duration microgravity reduces muscle mass, particularly in 

the legs and back [1, 2]. Research on muscle atrophy during long-duration spaceflight has 

primarily focused on the lower extremities, so limited data are available to characterize 

loss in the supporting spinal musculature [2]. Atrophied and weakened spinal 

musculature paired with vertebral bone loss could reduce an astronaut’s performance on a 

mission and affect their quality of life upon return to Earth, since lost muscle and bone 

mass is not immediately restored [1, 3, 4]. In particular, the combination of spaceflight-

induced muscular strength decrement, sensorimotor impairment, reduced postural 

stability, and bone deterioration may predispose astronauts to vertebral fracture due to 

falls and/or dynamic loading encountered in spacecraft launches and landings [1, 5-7].  

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Human Research 

Program seeks to characterize injury risk due to dynamic loads during spaceflight and 

establish risk limits [8-10]. This field of study may influence the development of 

government and commercial spacecraft in the future. Injury risk thresholds for spacecraft 

commercial crew and other occupants will become increasingly important as the space 

exploration and travel industry advances. Testing the occupant safety performance of 

spacecraft can be a costly endeavor with an estimated $460 million budgeted for testing 

and verification of the Orion crew vehicle alone [11]. Furthermore, the time to set up 

each test condition can limit the quantity of tests performed. Employing finite element 

(FE) models to predict injury risk offers increased efficiency with respect to both cost and 
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time. For these reasons, FE modeling has become an effective research tool in space 

capsule landing configuration research [12]. 

This study aims to validate a FE anthropomorphic test device (ATD) in 

spaceflight loading conditions and to accurately model morphological and compositional 

changes in the cervical and lumbar musculature from prolonged microgravity for future 

improvements in FE spaceflight landing simulations. 

This research is comprised of three parts:  

• The first part of this study compares experimental and FE kinematic responses of an ATD 

in unique loading configurations to validate the model for future spaceflight loading 

conditions and injury risk investigations. 

• The second part of this study employs quantitative computed tomography (qCT) scans to 

investigate changes in inter- and intra-muscular adipose deposition in lumbar musculature 

pre- vs post-spaceflight that can improve FE lumbar musculature modeling in landing 

simulations. 

• The third part of this study employs magnetic resonance images (MRI) to investigate 

morphological changes in the cervical and lumbar musculature pre- vs post- spaceflight 

that can improve FE cervical and lumbar musculature modeling in landing simulations. 
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Chapter I: Introduction  
Significance & Background 

MUSCLE HEALTH 

Musculoskeletal degradation due to prolonged exposure to microgravity during long-

term spaceflight can increase the risk of astronaut injury while on mission, upon return to 

earth, and later in life [1-6]. Vertebral bone deterioration accompanied by atrophy in the 

musculature supporting the vertebral column may put astronauts at high risk for vertebral 

fracture due to decreased bone strength and an increased risk of falling due to decreased 

postural stability [7, 8]. 

Significant skeletal muscle atrophy occurs in crewmembers of long-duration 

spaceflights. Exposure to long-duration microgravity reduces muscle mass, particularly in 

the legs and back [2, 5]. Research on muscle atrophy during long-duration spaceflight has 

primarily focused on the lower extremities, so limited data are available to characterize 

loss in the supporting spinal musculature [5]. Short-duration missions (17 days) resulted 

in 10% loss in the intrinsic back muscles and 5% loss in the psoas muscles in MRI 

studies, while long-duration missions (16-28 weeks) result in 16% loss in the intrinsic 

back muscles, 5% loss in the psoas muscles, and little to no loss in the neck muscles [2]. 

Long-duration bed rest studies do not capture the degree of back and psoas muscle 

degradation that occurs with long-duration spaceflight [9]. These muscles are likely used 

in bed rest to adjust position, and are not used with great force in spaceflight to make 

positional adjustments or support the upright body against gravity. Skeletal muscle 

atrophy incurred during long-duration spaceflight or bed rest is associated with muscle 

soreness, degraded muscle performance, and decreased postural stability [2, 8, 10]. 
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Atrophied and weakened spinal musculature paired with vertebral bone loss could reduce 

an astronaut’s performance on a mission and affect their quality of life upon return to 

Earth, since lost muscle and bone mass is not immediately restored [2, 11, 12]. In 

particular, the combination of spaceflight-induced muscular strength decrement, 

sensorimotor impairment, reduced postural stability, and bone deterioration may 

predispose astronauts to vertebral fracture due to falls and/or dynamic loading 

encountered in spacecraft launches and landings [1, 2, 8, 13]. 

FE MODELING 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Human Research 

Program seeks to characterize injury risk due to dynamic loads during spaceflight and 

establish risk limits [14-16]. This field of study may influence the development of 

government and commercial spacecraft in the future. Injury risk thresholds for spacecraft 

commercial crew and other occupants will become increasingly important as the space 

exploration and travel industry advances.  

The launch and landing phases of spaceflight are critical moments for 

crewmembers with regard to injury risk. This is due to high dynamic forces exerted on 

the spacecraft during this time. As a large amount of energy is absorbed and dissipated by 

the vehicle, some kinetic energy is transmitted to crewmembers onboard. Recumbent 

posturing of crewmembers is necessary to preserve circulatory functions during landing 

[17]. However, this configuration introduces complex loading mechanisms to the 

spacecraft. NASA intends to limit injury risk of Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) severities 

3 or above during complex loading scenarios to less than 5% [14]. While some factors, 

such as an individual’s age, sex, anthropometry, and deconditioning due to spaceflight 
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are intrinsic, there are extrinsic factors that can be optimized to lessen injury risks to 

occupants during launch and landing. These include optimized design of the seat, 

restraints, suit, helmet, and vehicle [14]. Previous attempts to reduce injury risk to 

crewmembers have focused on reducing occupant acceleration through seat belt systems 

[18, 19]. Current seat belt systems use a five to seven point harness to control occupant 

kinematics and evenly distribute occupant loads [20].  

Historically, human response to accelerations in automotive and military 

applications has been evaluated through post-mortem human subjects (PMHS), human 

volunteers, and anthropomorphic test devices (ATD). Rigorous testing in relevant loading 

scenarios has led to the development of injury risk curves to determine the likelihood of a 

specific occupant injuries under those conditions. Injury assessment reference values 

(IARVs) have been established to mark relevant risk thresholds for particular injury 

types. However, the loading scenarios tested for automotive and military applications 

differ from the complex and prolonged loading conditions in spacecraft. Therefore, there 

is a need for safety guidelines in spaceflight conditions. Due to its multi-axis biofidelity, 

the Test device for Human Occupant Restraint (THOR) 50th percentile male ATD may 

be a useful tool to assess occupant response and injury risk in spaceflight loading 

scenarios [21]. This ATD was designed for frontal impacts in automotive crash testing 

scenarios. However, comparisons of THOR to PMHS responses in oblique and side 

impacts demonstrated the best overall performance in those loading directions when 

compared to other current available ATDs [21, 22]. 

Testing the occupant safety performance of spacecraft can be a costly endeavor 

with an estimated $460 million budgeted for testing and verification of the Orion crew 
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vehicle alone [23]. Furthermore, the time to set up each test condition can limit the 

quantity of tests performed. Employing finite element (FE) models to predict injury risk 

offers increased efficiency with respect to both cost and time. For these reasons, FE 

modeling has become an effective research tool in space capsule landing configuration 

research [24]. A finite element model of the 50th percentile male THOR has been 

distributed by the University of Virginia and NHTSA [25]. While validated for both full 

body level and component level automotive crash simulations, it has not been extensively 

studied for vertical and lateral loading conditions more commonly seen in spaceflight 

[25]. Further validation of the model is necessary in spaceflight configuration restraint 

systems. Previously, two loading configurations were simulated to optimize the material 

properties of the FE THOR model, but the extensibility of those optimizations to other 

loading scenario is unknown [26, 27]. 
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Chapter Summaries 

CHAPTER II: VALIDATION OF A FINITE ELEMENT 50TH PERCENTILE 

THOR ANTHROPOMORPHIC TEST DEVICE IN MULTIPLE SLED TEST 

CONFIGURATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to compare experimental and FE kinematic responses of the THOR 

in 11 unique loading configurations comprising frontal, lateral, and vertical accelerations of 

various magnitudes and rise times. This study is meant to contribute to an overall goal of 

employing ATDs to predict injury risk in spaceflight loading conditions. This will allow for 

THOR model use in a wider range of loading conditions, including multi-axial, to produce injury 

metrics and risks in a relatively short and affordable time frame. This capability will enable lower 

cost virtual product development to help assure improved outcomes in physical testing and 

enhanced occupant safety. 

CHAPTER III: LUMBAR MUSCLE CHANGES FOLLOWING LONG-DURATION 

SPACEFLIGHT 

The goal of this chapter was to evaluate the effect of long-duration spaceflight on the lumbar 

musculature of crewmembers. This study analyzed computed tomography scans of crewmembers 

on 4- to 6-month missions equipped with the interim Resistive Exercise Device. The volume and 

attenuation of lumbar musculature at the L2 vertebral level was measured. Changes in the lumbar 

muscle volume and attenuation following spaceflight were calculated. 

CHAPTER IV: NECK MUSCLE CHANGES FOLLOWING LONG-DURATION 

The aim of this chapter was to investigate changes in the neck musculature from pre-

flight and post-flight magnetic resonance imaging scans of 6 crewmembers on 4- to 6-

month missions equipped with the advanced Resistive Exercise Device. The scans were 

resliced to remove variations in spinal curvature, and the cross-sectional area of neck 

musculature at the C1-C2, C4-C5, C7-T1, and T1-T2 intervertebral disc levels was 
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measured bilaterally. Changes in the neck muscle cross-sectional areas following 

spaceflight were calculated. 

CHAPTER V: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 

A brief overview of work presented in this dissertation. 
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Abstract 

Computational models of anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs) can be used in crash 

simulations to quantify the injury risks to occupants in both a cost-effective and time-

sensitive manner. The purpose of this study was to validate the performance of a 50th 

percentile THOR finite element (FE) model against a physical THOR ATD in 11 unique 

loading scenarios. Physical tests used for validation were performed on a Horizontal 

Impact Accelerator (HIA) where the peak sled acceleration ranged from 8-20 G and the 

time to peak acceleration ranged from 40-110 ms. The directions of sled acceleration 

relative to the THOR model consisted of –GX (frontal impact), +GY (left-sided lateral 

impact), and +GZ (downward vertical impact) orientations. Simulation responses were 

compared to physical tests using the CORrelation and Analysis (CORA) method. Using a 

weighted method, the average response and standard error by direction was +GY 

(0.83±0.03), -GX (0.80±0.01), and +GZ (0.76±0.03). Qualitative and quantitative results 

demonstrated the FE model’s kinetics and kinematics were sufficiently validated against 

its counterpart physical model in the tested loading directions. 

Keywords:  CORA, Finite Element Modeling, Horizontal Impact Accelerator, Sled 

Testing, Spaceflight, THOR 
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Introduction 

The most recent traffic safety facts published by the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration demonstrate that the majority (55%) of vehicle occupant deaths occur 

from vehicle crashes with the initial point of impact occurring on the front of the vehicle 

[1]. Traditional automotive vehicles position passengers in a forward facing posture; 

however, with the advent of autonomous vehicle research, safety considerations  and 

countermeasures for passengers seated in off-nominal postures are required [2]. A recent 

finite element investigation on occupant seating in vehicular crashes has found higher 

Brain Injury Criteria (BrIC) scores on lateral-facing seats, higher and primarily 

compressive Nij scores on rear facing seats, and  greater T1 excursion in rear-facing seats 

when in a reclined configuration [3]. Some of these occupant configurations, which are 

currently not typically seen in vehicular transportation, are similar to the passenger 

configurations currently being investigated by NASA for their crewmembers. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Human Research Program 

seeks to characterize injury risk due to dynamic loads during spaceflight and establish 

risk limits [4-6]. This field of study may influence the development of government and 

commercial spacecraft in the future. Injury risk thresholds for commercial spacecraft 

crew and other occupants will become increasingly important as the space exploration 

and travel industry advances. 

The launch and landing phases of spaceflight are critical moments for crewmembers 

regarding injury risk. This is due to high dynamic forces exerted on the spacecraft during 

this time. Though a large amount of energy is absorbed and dissipated by the vehicle, 

some kinetic energy is transmitted to crewmembers onboard. Recumbent posturing of 
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crewmembers is necessary to preserve circulatory functions during landing [7]. However, 

this configuration introduces complex loading mechanisms to the occupants. NASA 

limits injury risk of Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) severities 3 or above during complex 

loading scenarios to less than 5% [4]. While some factors, such as an individual’s age, 

sex, anthropometry, and deconditioning due to spaceflight are intrinsic, there are extrinsic 

factors that can be optimized to lessen injury risks to occupants during launch and 

landing. These include optimized design of the seat, restraints, suit, helmet, and vehicle 

[4]. Previous attempts to reduce injury risk to crewmembers have focused on reducing 

occupant acceleration through seat restraint belting systems [8, 9]. Current seat belt 

systems use a five to seven point harness to control occupant kinematics and evenly 

distribute occupant loads [10]. 

Historically, human response to accelerations in automotive and military applications has 

been evaluated through post-mortem human subjects (PMHS), human volunteers, and 

anthropomorphic test devices (ATD). Rigorous testing in relevant loading scenarios has 

led to the development of injury risk curves to determine the likelihood of specific 

occupant injuries under those conditions. Injury assessment reference values (IARVs) are 

a wide range of scores calculated from the output signals of ATDs. Each IARV 

corresponds to a different injury risk and as long as the IARV was not exceed during the 

test, the risk of injury would be less than 5% [11]. However, the loading scenarios tested 

for automotive and military applications differ from the complex and prolonged loading 

conditions in spacecraft. Therefore, there is a need for safety guidelines in spaceflight 

conditions. Due to its multi-axis biofidelity, the Test device for Human Occupant 

Response (THOR) 50th percentile male ATD may be a useful tool to assess occupant 
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response and injury risk in spaceflight loading scenarios [12, 13]. This ATD was 

designed for frontal impacts in automotive crash testing scenarios [14, 15]. However, 

comparisons of THOR to PMHS responses in oblique and side impacts demonstrated the 

best overall performance in those loading directions when compared to the Hybrid-III 

Aero [13, 16].  

Furthermore, Newby et al. performed a validation study of the THOR ATD against 

historic human volunteer data [12]. In SUMMARY, CORA scores for all chest 

accelerations, seat pan forces, and shoulder displacements ranged from 0.5 to 0.8 whereas 

head accelerations and head displacements had lower CORA scores ranging from 0.3 to 

0.7 across impact directions and magnitudes [12]. However, the authors theorized the 

differences may be partially explained by bracing and the THOR ATD could potentially 

better match PMHS tests over human volunteers. 

Testing the occupant safety performance of spacecraft can be a costly endeavor with an 

estimated $460 million budgeted for testing and verification of the Orion crew vehicle 

alone [17]. An inherent limitation to the quantity of physical tests that can be performed 

is the time required to set up each test. Employing finite element (FE) models to predict 

physical ATD response offers increased efficiency with respect to both cost and time. For 

these reasons, FE modeling has become an effective research tool in space capsule 

landing configuration research [18]. A FE model of the 50th percentile male THOR has 

been distributed by the University of Virginia and NHTSA [19]. While validated for both 

full body level and component level automotive crash simulations with traditional 3-point 

belt systems, it has not been extensively studied for vertical and lateral loading conditions 

more commonly seen in spaceflight, nor in 5-point restraints [19]. Further validation of 
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the model is necessary in spaceflight configuration restraint systems. Previously, two 

loading configurations were simulated to optimize the material properties of the FE 

THOR model, but the extensibility of those optimizations to other loading scenarios is 

unknown [20, 21]. Modifications to the material properties of this model included 

changing the pelvis foam elastic modulus from 50 MPa (NHTSA v2.1) to 2.5 MPa and 

adjusting each rate dependent stress-strain curve defined in the pelvic foam material 

model to provide higher stiffness after 96% strain, improving overall stability of the 

model [20-22]. These modifications to the pelvic flesh were determined through 

compression testing of the physical model’s pelvic material. To improve stability, 

structural changes were implemented including remeshing upper thoracic and lumbar 

spine flex joints (UFJ and LFJ) and removing the model representation of the steel cables 

within the flex joint assemblies. The OC-joint was reconstructed as a spring model 

between the head and neck instead of the original friction contact definition. These OC-

joint modifications were validated under vertical and frontal loading conditions 

composed of both pendulum and blunt impact tests. These changes to the NHTSA THOR 

v2.1 model yielded what referred to henceforth as the ‘NASA THOR’ FE model which 

was used for all simulations in this study [20, 21]. 

The purpose of this study was to compare experimental and FE kinematic responses of 

the NASA THOR in 11 unique loading configurations comprising frontal, lateral, and 

vertical accelerations of various magnitudes and rise times. This study is meant to 

contribute to an overall goal of employing ATDs to predict injury risk in spaceflight 

loading conditions by validating the FE THOR v2.1 model against its physical 

counterpart, the research will broadly contribute to automotive, spaceflight, and military 
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applications by allowing for THOR v2.1 model use in a wider range of loading 

conditions. This capability will enable lower cost virtual product development to help 

assure improved outcomes in physical testing and enhanced occupant safety. 

Methods 

PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS 

The Air Force Research Laboratory has data available within the Aerospace 

Biodynamics and Performance Group under the Aerospace Physiology and Performance 

Section, 711 Human Performance Wing (711 HPW/RHCPT) for experimental tests of 

various seat designs, occupants, restraint systems, and directionalities conducted over 

many decades [23]. The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) biodynamics test 

database was queried for tests with the 50th percentile male THOR model seated with 90-

degree angles at the pelvis, knees, and ankles and restrained by a 5-point belt restraint in 

the absence of additional suits or helmets. This query produced 26 physical experiments 

using the Horizontal Impact Accelerator (HIA) which are grouped into 11 unique test 

configurations (Table 1) [24]. 

Across all 11 unique test configurations, a single five-point nylon belting system was 

used (Figure 1). This belting system used a modified MB-6 shoulder belt, a modified 

HBU-12/A lap belt, and a negative g-strap. Modifications, as described by Perry et al., 

included attaching the shoulder belts to attachment point load cells, equipping the lap belt 

with H Koch and Sons adjustors, and connecting the 5-straps together using a chrome 

lift-style latch. The sled acceleration pulse was extracted from each individual test. The 

acceleration pulses were approximately half-sine shaped, which can be described by a 

peak acceleration and a rise time to reach that peak acceleration. These accelerations 
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utilized a sign convention where the positive X-axis points anteriorly, the positive Y-axis 

points left, and the positive Z-axis points superiorly. The applied accelerations 

comprising the test matrix were achieved by rotating the seat positioning on the sled 

(Figure 2) consisting of –GX (frontal impact), +GY (left-sided lateral impact), and +GZ 

(downward vertical impact) orientations (Table 1). 

Table 1. THOR physical test matrix 

Dir Acc (G) 
Rise 

Time (ms) 

Physical Tests (N) Signal Outputs from ATD Signal Outputs from 

Seat/Sled 

-GX 8 100 2 

Acceleration (Center of 

Gravity): Head, Chest, and 
Pelvis 

 

Upper/Lower Neck Resultant 
Forces 

Belt Forces: 

Right & Left Shoulder 

Right, 

Left, & Middle Lap 

 

Sled Acceleration 

-GX 10 70 2 

-GX 20 70 2 

+GZ 10 40 4 

+GZ 10 70 2 

+GZ 10 100 3 

+GZ 20 70 2 

+GY 10 40 2 

+GY 10 70 2 

+GY 10 100 2 

+GY 20 70 3 

 

 

Figure 1. THOR FE model positioned in chair and belted with the modified 5-point restraint system. 
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Figure 2. Positioning of seat on acceleration sled allowed for testing of loading conditions in all three principal axes. 

Photographs acquired from archived film data provided by AFRL. 

-GX (Frontal) 

 
+GY (Lateral) 

 
+GZ (Vertical) 

 
 

Sled Acceleration Pulse Direction 
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FE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Each of the 11 unique experimental test configurations were validated against a single 

dynamic FE simulation using LS-DYNA r7.1.2 (Livermore Software Technology 

Corporation, Livermore, CA). The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA) THOR v2.1 FE model was the base model used for FE modeling [19]. 

Modifications to the pelvic material properties and the structures of the upper and lower 

thoracic flex joints were made according to previous literature [20-22]. Upon 

implementing these changes to the THOR v2.1, a comparison of the modified THOR 

performance to the original FE model and the physical ATD was performed using the 

sled acceleration pulses [22] and the original blunt impact simulations from the base 

model’s certification suite (Appendix A). Cross-correlation scores were calculated for the 

sled pulse tests and showed favorability of the modified version over the original for sled 

pulse simulations [22]. 

The NASA THOR model was positioned in an upright posture with the pelvis and 

knees at 90° angles using a combination of simulations and the dummy positioner in LS-

PrePost (Figure 1). The generic seat model was composed of rigid surfaces for the 

seatback, seat pan, and footrest. The headrest was composed of a rigid plate with a 15.7 

mm thick foam padding modeled as a *MAT_LOW_DENSITY_FOAM with a mass 

density of 2,702 kg/m3 and a Young’s modulus of 3.45 MPa. The NASA THOR model 

with adjusted joint angles was translated to be 20 mm above the seat pan and 20 mm 

from the seat back. The headrest and footrest were subsequently translated to be directly 

against the head and feet, respectively. In the physical tests, the THOR model was tied at 

the wrists to the thigh and at the ankle to the foot pan. This was replicated in the FE 
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model by rigidly connecting a part in the forearm to the thigh and by applying the same 

sled pulse to the ankles that were applied to the seat. The belt system was implemented 

using the Seatbelt Fitting toolbox in LS-DYNA. Belts originated at the seat anchor 

locations and were stretched over the torso of the NASA THOR model. A segment set on 

the outer torso of the NASA THOR model was established to create a contact between 

the belts and the torso. The MB-6 belt system was modeled as a single 32 mm wide lap 

belt with 28 mm wide shoulder belts extending over each shoulder to the belt buckle 

located near the occupant’s lower abdominal region at the intersection of the belts (Figure 

1). A middle crotch belt also attached to this belt buckle location and originated along the 

center-line of the base of the seat. This belt buckle location was modeled as a constrained 

nodal rigid body.  

Material properties of the belts used in the physical experiments were unavailable, so 

material properties from belts previously used in this lab were assigned. The 2D belt 

elements were given a fabric material model (*MAT_FABRIC) with a density of 8.909 

kg/m3, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45, and a modulus of 117 MPa for the shoulder belts, 83 

MPa for the lap belts, and 68 MPa for the crotch belt. The 1D belt elements were given a 

mass per unit length of 0.138 kg/m and a minimum length of 1.27 mm. The seatbelt 

retractors were designed to be locked at the start of sled pulse application. The retractor 

loading curve was described as a function of length (l) by Eq. 1 for the first 1 mm of pull-

out and then linearly approached a maximum force of 9,000 kN at 5 mm of pull-out. The 

unloading curve varied linearly from an initial force of 0 kN to a maximum force of 

9,000 kN at 1 mm pull-out. The maximum rate of pull out was defined as 0.2 mm per 

time step. 
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𝐹 = 6000
𝑘𝑁

𝑚𝑚2 𝑙
2 − 1000

𝑘𝑁

𝑚𝑚
𝑙           [1] 

For all simulations, the model underwent gravitational settling into the seat for 

150 ms by applying a *LOAD_BODY_VECTOR command with a gravitational constant 

in the z-direction and constraining the chair to remain stationary. A contact was defined 

between the body and the chair using 

*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE in which part sets were 

created from the outer layer of the NASA THOR model and set as slave components to 

the parts on the chair. At 100 ms into the settling period, the 5-point belt system was 

simultaneously pretensioned to 89 N (20 lbf) at each of the anchor locations [12, 24]. To 

replicate the absence of belt payout in the physical experiments, the belt retractor was 

locked 1 ms before the sled acceleration pulse was applied to the seat.  

The applied sled acceleration pulse was created by averaging the experimental 

sled acceleration pulses in each of the 11 unique test configurations. Sled pulses were 

applied using *BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID commands on the chair 

that relied on time-history curves of the applied acceleration’s x, y, and z components as 

inputs. The simulation ran for 20% longer than the longest acceleration pulse in that 

group to ensure the whole event was captured. 

Both the component and resultant kinematic traces were extracted as outputs from 

constrained interpolated nodes located at the head’s center of gravity, the level of the T6 

vertebrae, and the pelvis (Figure 3). Seatbelt forces were quantified as tensile forces in 

the seatbelt elements connecting the seatbelt shell elements to their anchor points. These 

output signals were chosen to compare with the available data from the experimental 

tests. 
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Figure 3. Constrained interpolation accelerometers added to the instrumentation in the NASA THOR FE model’s head 

(red), chest (green), and pelvis (blue). 

DATA PROCESSING 

The THOR experimental data included video data from two high speed video cameras 

positioned to provide two distinct viewing angles per test. Resultant acceleration outputs 

from the physical THOR model were limited to the head, pelvis, and thoracic spine (T1, 

T6, and T12). The output signals of the FE model’s resultant head, T6, and pelvis 

accelerations as well as the belt forces were compared to the averaged acceleration and 

belt force profiles of the corresponding experimental test group. The output signals were 

filtered according to SAE J211 specifications unless otherwise specified [25]. The 

physical and finite element outputs were aligned at the time of the applied sled pulse. The 

correlation and analysis (CORA) software’s (Partnership for Dummy Technologies and 

Biomechanics, Gaimersheim, Germany) objective rating system was used to compare 

similarity of the FE output signals and experimental data [26]. A CORA score for each 

experimental and simulation signal pair (CChannel) is composed of scores from two 

evaluation methods, corridor and cross correlation, each weighted 50%. The corridor 

method calculates the deviation of the simulation curve from the averaged experimental 
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results. The cross-correlation method scores the characteristics of the curve: phase, size 

and shape, and then weights them into a single score [26]. In this study, the cross-

correlation component was weighted 50% for the shape and 25% for both the phase and 

size of the signals. The inner and outer corridors were 5% and 50%, respectively, of the 

maximum value of each signal. 

The CORA score for the resultant linear head acceleration (C_Head), resultant linear T6 

acceleration (C_T6), and resultant linear pelvis acceleration (C_Pelvis) were calculated. 

The CORA score for each belt force-time curve was computed and averaged (C_Belts). 

The simulation was then scored using Equation 2 to determine a comprehensive score 

that was adapted from previous studies that set to combine head, chest, pelvis, and belt 

signals to judge the overall validity of a simulation [27, 28]. 

𝐶𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
1

√𝑁
√𝐶𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑

2 + 𝐶𝑇6
2 + 𝐶𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑖𝑠

2 + 𝐴 × 𝐶𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑠
2

                          [2] 

In Eq. 2, N refers to the number of components added under the square root which 

ensures the C_Overall ranged from 0 to 1, with unity indicating a perfect match. A is a 

constant which effectively removes the belt scores for directions in which the restraints 

are not acting in opposition of ATD movement. If the simulation was conducted in the –

GX (frontal) direction, N=4 and A=1. In lateral, or vertical loading scenarios, N= 3 and 

A=0. 

Barbat et al. proposed a sliding scale for a novel objective rating system (ISO) in which 

grades are assigned to various nominal values [29]. In this scale, scores ranged from 0 to 

1. Ratings between 1.0 and 0.58 were classified into “excellent”, “good”, and “fair” 

ratings, in descending order. Values below 0.58 were considered “poor”. To build more 
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stratification into the rating system, and to better differentiate simulation scores, a similar 

classification system was devised for the comprehensive score (C_Overall) in this study 

(Table 2). The comprehensive scores for the simulations were grouped by loading 

direction and a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests was performed to assess 

potential differences in the simulation’s accuracy amongst loading directions. 

Table 2. Comprehensive score (𝐶𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙) classification system. 

Comprehensive Score (𝑪𝑶𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒍) Rating 

0.90-1.00 Excellent 

0.80-0.89 Very Good 

0.70-0.79 Good 

0.60-0.69 Fair 

<0.60 Poor 

 

Results 

All 11 LS-DYNA simulations achieved normal termination. A visual summary of 

the –GX, 10 G, 70 ms rise time simulation is shown in Figure 3 depicting five simulation 

states. In this simulation, the NASA THOR can be seen loading the chest and waist 

against the belts. The peak head excursion occurred at approximately 135 ms. 

THOR overall scores are presented in Table 3. The average overall score (±Standard 

Error) was 0.80±0.02. The simulation with the worst response was in the +GZ direction, 

with a 10 G, 40 ms rise time sled acceleration, resulting in an overall score of 0.69. The 

simulation with the best response was in the +Gy direction, with a 10 G, 100 ms rise time 

sled acceleration, resulting in an overall score of 0.87. 
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Table 3. Summary of Validation Results for NASA THOR v2.1 

Dir Acc Rise Comp Score Dir Avg (±SE) 
Overall Avg 
(±SE) 

-GX 8 100 0.79 0.80 
±0.03 
(Very Good) 

0.80 
±0.02 
(Very Good) 

-GX 10 70 0.81 

-GX 20 70 0.78 

+GZ 10 40 0.69 
0.76 
±0.03 
(Good) 

+GZ 10 70 0.81 

+GZ 10 100 0.75 

+GZ 20 70 0.80 

+GY 10 40 0.73 
0.83 
±0.03 
(Very Good) 

+GY 10 70 0.87 

+GY 10 100 0.87 

+GY 20 70 0.84 

 

The 11 simulations were grouped by loading direction, acceleration, and rise 

times to investigate response quality with respect to the principal loading axis. After 

performing a one-way ANOVA on the loading direction groupings, Tukey’s post-hoc 

tests indicated that there were no statistically significant differences in the comprehensive 

response scores by loading direction (α=0.05). The average response by direction for the 

NASA THOR was +GY (0.83±0.03), -GX (0.80±0.01), and finally +GZ (0.76±0.03).  

With regards to acceleration, there was once again no statistically significant difference 

by magnitude using the same evaluation metrics. The average response by magnitude for 

the NASA THOR was 8G (0.79±.06), 10G (.79±0.02), and 20 G (0.81±0.03). With 

regards to rise time, 40 ms rise time simulations performed statistically significantly 

worse than 70 ms rise time simulations. However, 100 ms rise time simulations showed 

no statistically significant difference from both the 40 ms and 70 ms cases. The average 

response by rise time for the NASA THOR was 40 ms (0.71±.03), 70 ms (0.82±0.02), 

and 100 ms (0.81±0.02). 
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Time Simulation Physical Test 

(a) T=0ms 

  

(b) T=35ms 

  

(c) T=70ms 

  

(d) T=135ms 

  

(e) T=205ms 

  
Figure 4. THOR excursion at different time points in the 10G, -GX, 70 ms rise time simulation and physical test. 

In addition to the overall scores, the response of the head, chest, and pelvis 

accelerometers can be examined at a component level. Cross correlation scores for the 

resultant head accelerations, resultant chest accelerations, and resultant pelvis 

accelerations are reported in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Cross-correlation scores for head (dark), chest (light), and pelvis (white) grouped according to loading 

direction with error bars to represent the range of CORA scores in that loading configuration. 

The average resultant head acceleration cross correlation score across all 

simulations was 0.80. The lowest score for a head acceleration response was the +GZ 

vertical 10G, 40ms rise time configuration (CHead=0.71) and the highest score was the 

+GY side 10G, 100ms rise time configuration (CHead=0.88). One-way ANOVAs with 

Tukey’s post-hoc tests were performed for loading direction, acceleration magnitude, and 

rise time. No statistically significant differences were found for resultant head 

acceleration CORA scores with regards to loading direction, acceleration magnitude, or 

rise time. 

The average response of the chest accelerometer across all simulations was 0.82. 

The +GZ vertical 10G, 40ms rise time configuration had the lowest score (CT6=0.69) 

and the +GY side 10G, 70ms rise time configuration had the highest score (C T6=0.89). 

One-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post-hoc tests were performed for loading direction, 

acceleration magnitude, and rise time. No statistically significant differences were found 

for resultant chest acceleration CORA scores with regards to loading direction, 

acceleration magnitude, or rise time. 
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The pelvis acceleration had an average score across all simulations of 0.80. The 

lowest pelvic score occurred with the +GY side 10G, 40ms configuration (CPelvis=0.61) 

and the highest score occurred with the +GY side 10G, 70ms rise time configuration 

(CPelvis=0.88). One-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post-hoc tests were performed for 

loading direction, acceleration magnitude, and rise time. No statistically significant 

differences were found for resultant pelvic acceleration CORA scores with regards to 

loading direction or acceleration magnitude. However, 40 ms tests had a statistically 

significantly lower CORA score than the 70 ms and 100 ms tests. The averages with 

regards to rise time were 40 ms (0.65±0.03), 70 ms (0.85±0.02), and 100 ms (0.81±0.03). 

In addition to the combined metrics, a breakdown of the individual head, chest, pelvis, 

and belt responses have been provided in Appendix D. Furthermore, information on peak 

neck forces and CORA scores for the resultant forces and moments of the neck and 

resultant velocity of the head have been included. 

For both the upper and lower neck resultant forces, there was no statistically 

significant difference with regards to acceleration magnitude or rise time when 

performing one-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post-hoc tests. For the upper neck resultant 

forces, the frontal impacts had statistically significantly better CORA scores than the side 

impacts. The average resultant force CORA scores and standard errors were -GX 

(0.82±0.07), +GZ (0.63±0.06), and finally +GY (0.53±0.06). For the lower neck resultant 

forces, there were no statistically significant differences with regards to loading direction. 

The average resultant force CORA scores and standard errors were -GX (0.62±0.05), 

+GZ (0.65±0.04), and finally +GY (0.51±0.04). When performing a paired t-test 
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(α=0.05), there was no statistically significant difference between the accuracy of the 

upper and lower neck resultant forces. 

For both the upper and lower neck peak resultant forces, there was no statistically 

significant difference between the FE model and ATD when performing a paired t-test 

(α=0.05). However, for all frontal impacts, the FE model overpredicted the peak resultant 

force in the lower neck. For all vertical impacts, the FE model underpredicted the peak 

resultant force in both the upper and lower neck. For all the side impacts, the FE model 

overpredicted the peak resultant force in both the upper and lower neck. 

For both the upper and lower neck resultant moments, there was no statistically 

significant difference with regards to acceleration magnitude or rise time when 

performing one-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post-hoc tests. For the upper neck resultant 

moments, there were no statistically significant differences with regards to loading 

direction. The average resultant moment CORA scores and standard errors were -GX 

(0.77±0.08), +GZ (0.66±0.07), and finally +GY (0.65±0.07). For the lower neck resultant 

moments, the frontal impacts had statistically significant CORA scores. The average 

resultant force CORA scores and standard errors were -GX (0.82±0.03), +GZ 

(0.56±0.02), and finally +GY (0.59±0.02). When performing a paired t-test (α=0.05), 

there was no statistically significant difference between the accuracy of the upper and 

lower neck resultant moments. 

For the resultant rotational head CG velocity, there were no statistically 

significant differences with regards to loading direction or acceleration magnitude when 

performing one-way ANOVAs with Tukey’s post-hoc tests. The average CORA scores 

by loading direction was -GX (0.81±0.09), +GZ (0.69±0.08), and finally +GY 
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(0.59±0.08). However, the 40 ms rise time impacts had statistically significantly lower 

CORA scores than the 70 ms and 100 ms impacts. The average CORA scores by rise 

time was 40 ms (0.43±0.08), 70 ms (0.74±0.05), and finally 100 ms (0.76±0.06). 

Discussion 

The overall scores represent the overall agreement between the physical experiments 

and their corresponding simulations. According to the scoring system, the simulated 

loading conditions closely matched the mean responses of the physical THOR 

experiments. While historical validation of the THOR FE model occurred primarily in the 

frontal loading direction, no significant differences were found between the three 

principal loading axes or the three applied acceleration pulses. This provides supporting 

evidence that the THOR FE model should perform “Fair” to “Very Good” in many 

loading directions. It is interesting to note, however, that the FE model performed less 

well when the shortest rise time of 40 ms was applied. This may mean the FE model is 

better suited for low levels of jerk. 

Individual responses of the head, chest, and pelvis offer additional insight into the 

responses of body regions in the THOR model. All three components had average overall 

scores in the “very good” regime, with no discernable difference between the three 

regions. The modifications made to the chest and pelvis resulted in a model that was able 

to average CORA scores above 0.80 for both regions of the body. The combination of 

kinematic and kinetic responses indicates high validity in the defined regions when using 

the FE model in place of the physical THOR ATD. 

For the frontal (-GX) direction, high risk injuries from volunteer sled data have 

included cardiovascular shock, retinal hemorrhage, and fracture of the neck-hyoid bone 
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[30]. Side (+Gy) impacts have led to carotid stretch receptor activation resulting in 

bradycardia and syncope. Musculoskeletal injuries resulting from side impacts include 

knee injuries and potential cervical spine fractures [30]. Vertical (+GZ) loading directions 

can result in thoracolumbar spinal injuries such as compression fractures, as evidenced by 

reports of successful nonfatal seat ejections in aircraft [31]. The presence of vertical 

loading conditions as well as the mass of space suit helmets makes injuries to the cervical 

spine a primary concern [4].  

Newby et al found that the THOR ATD model’s response in frontal and vertical 

regimes can be highly variable to human volunteer response [12]. In that study, the 

authors conclude that relative risks of different suit, seat, and restrain designs can be 

compared using the THOR ATD under conditions not safe for human volunteers. 

Furthermore, an FE THOR model that’s been validated against the THOR ATD can be 

used for off-nominal landing conditions that are difficult, expensive, and time consuming 

to construct in a physical test configuration. By capturing the physical model’s response 

in the multiple directions evaluated in this study, there is more confidence using the 

THOR FE model in place of a THOR ATD in these regimes where the overall scores 

were consistently greater than 0.60 and often greater than 0.75. 

Of the potential injuries mentioned, the risk of cervical injuries is perhaps the most 

severe due to its potentially life altering effects. The THOR FE model showed decent 

agreement with the THOR ATD with regards to both neck forces and neck moments 

Average CORA scores ranged between 0.59 and 0.69 for upper and lower neck resultant 

forces and moments. Neck forces and moments make up the basis of Nij, an injury risk 

evaluation metric that calculates the risk of cervical injuries based on the peak force and 
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moment values during a trauma. If the biofidelity of the THOR ATD in the cervical 

region is accurate, the THOR FE model could serve as a surrogate to calculate cervical 

injuries in conditions too dangerous for human volunteers and too intricate, costly, and 

time intensive for PMHS and ATD surrogates. 

It is important to note that while testing was validated in three principal axes, most 

spaceflight landing loads traditionally have occurred in the rear (+GX) direction. Since 

the available data set included frontal impacts more characteristic of a launch loading 

vector or landing in what is considered an off-nominal direction, there is still some 

potential for investigation into the FE model’s validity and injury risk prediction for 

rearward simulations. 

Another limitation of the study is that while cross-correlation metrics for the NASA 

THOR were improved on sled tests [22], the CORA scores for the NASA THOR were 

lower than the base model when using the blunt impact simulations from the certification 

suite (Appendix A). Though the model-physical comparisons of probe force time-history 

traces are better prior to modifications to the FE model according to CORA, the signals 

used to compute injury metrics have been demonstrated to be more accurate with the 

included modifications [20-22]. These signals include head acceleration (HIC), head 

rotational velocity (BrIC), and upper neck force (Nij) among others. 

Finally, the use of CORA as the basis of the scoring technique may have inflated 

signal comparison scores compared to other objective rating techniques in some cases. 

Both CORA and ISO/TS 18571, another commonly used evaluation metric, use corridor 

and cross correlation to evaluate the time-history curves, [29]. However, However, there 

are differences in the underlying algorithms between these two techniques that could 
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results in different overall scores.  For example, the methods for determining size in 

ISO/TS 18571 involve dynamic time warping not employed by CORA. Furthermore, 

ISO/TS 18571 calculates shape scores based off the slopes of the test and reference 

curves after correcting for phase differences. Davis et al. have shown that ISO/TS 18571 

on average produces lower ratings than CORA [32]. Thus, had ISO/TS 18571 been used, 

the scores may have been lower. 

The results of this validation study support the limited use of the THOR model for 

loading in the three principal axes.  They also support the progression to further studies 

using the THOR FE model. Future studies analyzing the sensitivity of this model to 

perturbations in seat positioning, applied accelerations and rise times, as well as loading 

axis, should be performed to determine the level of response variation and confidence in 

model results.   

With the THOR model’s kinematic and kinetic responses validated in three primary 

loading axes, the model can be used for more complex simulation loading conditions seen 

in spaceflight configurations. Future work could validate this model against matched 

physical data of spaceflight capsule tests during launch and landing. This information 

could provide an avenue to more quickly and economically determine the risk of different 

seating, restraint, and vehicle configurations during takeoff, flight and landing nominal 

and contingency cases to occupants in both government and commercial spacecraft. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, 11 THOR simulations of experimental tests were completed using the 

NASA THOR 50th percentile ATD FE model. These simulations replicated testing 

conditions evaluated at AFRL using the HIA. Video footage, accelerometers, and load 
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cells from the physical tests were compared against outputs from the FE model and belts 

to compare the kinematic and kinetic responses of the FE simulations. A comprehensive 

scoring system that combined scores of output signals from each region of interest into a 

single simulation rating was utilized to determine the overall validity of the FE 

simulations. 

Overall the physical and simulation results closely matched each other, and the FE 

model received an average rating above 0.80 on a 0 to 1 scale. The authors pre-emptively 

defined scores between 0.80-0.90 as a “Very Good” response and are confident in the FE 

model’s performance across the tested loading regime. Of the 11 simulations, six 

received “Very Good” ratings, four received “Good” ratings, and one received a “Fair” 

rating using the authors’ rating scale. While modified for spaceflight applications, the 

changes implemented in the FE THOR should be applicable to future automotive crash 

simulations as well. 

Previous literature on the variable ability of the THOR ATD model to perform in a 

biofidelic manner supports the claim that this FE THOR model can be used as a 

substitute in certain physical loading tests to assess the response of humans to similar sled 

accelerations. However, given the statistically worse performance under 40 ms rise time 

conditions, caution should be exercised when simulating short duration tests. This utility 

can be both a cost-effective and time-efficient alternative to physical sled acceleration 

tests that would subject human volunteers to unnecessary potential harm. Future 

validation and sensitivity studies can be used to estimate occupant injury risk based on a 

given load scenario, restraint system, and seat design. 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A: THOR FE COMPONENT EVALUATION 

 

Figure 6. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during face bar impact certification test. Impact 

with a 32 kg bar at 3.6 m/s mid-line of the left and right maxilla plates on face. Original FE THOR CORA = 0.85; 

Modified FE THOR CORA = 0.88 
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Figure 7. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during face disk impact certification test. Impact 

with a 13 kg disk at 6.7 m/s between the cheek and chin plates on the face. Original FE THOR CORA = 0.71; Modified 

FE THOR CORA = 0.52 

 

Figure 8. Comparison between model and physical dummy response during head impact certification test. Impact of 

23.4 kg disk at 2.0 m/s at the midsagittal plane, 30 mm above lowest limit of forehead. Original FE THOR CORA = 

0.94; Modified FE THOR CORA = 0.93 
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Figure 9. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during upper thorax certification test. Impact of 

23.4 kg disk at 4.3 m/s at the 3rd rib. Original FE THOR CORA = 0.46; Modified FE THOR CORA = 0.46 

 

Figure 10. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during lower left thorax oblique certification 

test. Impact with a 23.4 kg disk at 4.3 m/s at the 6th rib, anterior region on the left side. Original FE THOR CORA = 

0.87; Modified FE THOR CORA = 0.84 
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Figure 11. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during upper abdomen certification test. Impact 

with 18.0 kg disk at 8.0m/s at the 7th rib. Original FE THOR CORA = 0.73; Modified FE THOR CORA = 0.61 

 

Figure 12. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during lower abdomen certification test. Impact 

of a 32 kg bar at 6.1 m/s between centers of left and right IRTRACCs. Original FE THOR CORA = 0.88; Modified FE 

THOR CORA = 0.52 
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Figure 13. Comparison between models and physical dummy response during knee impact certification test. Impact 

with a 5.0 kg disc at 2.6 m/s to the left knee. Original FE THOR CORA = 0.58; Modified FE THOR CORA = 0.58 

APPENDIX B: AVERAGED SLED PULSE INPUTS 

 

Figure 14. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 
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Figure 15. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 

 

Figure 16. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 
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Figure 17. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 

 

Figure 18. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 
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Figure 19. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 

 

Figure 20. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 
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Figure 21. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 

 

Figure 22. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 
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Figure 23. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 

 

Figure 24. Input FE sled pulse (red) and the sled pulses of the individual physical tests (blue). 
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APPENDIX C: ACCELEROMETER AND BELT FORCES TIME-HISTORY 

OUTPUTS 

 

Figure 25. CORA plots for -Gx, 8G, 100 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 

 

Figure 26. CORA plots for -Gx, 10 G, 70 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 
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Figure 27. CORA plots for -Gx, 20 G, 70 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 

 

Figure 28. CORA plots for +Gy, 10 G, 40 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 
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Figure 29. CORA plots for +Gy, 10 G, 70 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 

 

Figure 30. CORA plots for +Gy, 10 G, 100 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors 

(grey) are provided. 
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Figure 31. CORA plots for +Gy, 20 G, 70 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 

 

Figure 32. CORA plots for +Gz, 10 G, 40 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 
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Figure 33. CORA plots for +Gz, 10 G, 70 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 

 

Figure 34. CORA plots for +Gz, 10 G, 100 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors 

(grey) are provided. 
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Figure 35. CORA plots for +Gz, 20 G, 70 ms impact. Simulation (red), experimental tests (black), and corridors (grey) 

are provided. 

APPENDIX D: EXPANED NASA THOR SIMULATION COMPARISON 

RESULTS 

Test Parameters Peak Force (kN) 

Dir Acc Rise 
Upper Neck (Res.) Lower Neck (Res.) 

Physical Simulation Physical Simulation 

-GX 8 100 0.65 0.97 0.81 1.78 

-GX 10 70 0.96 1.23 1.22 2.15 

-GX 20 70 2.48 2.36 2.84 3.96 

+GZ 10 40 2.10 0.98 1.66 1.28 

+GZ 10 70 1.30 0.86 1.68 1.12 

+GZ 10 100 1.14 0.75 1.50 0.99 

+GZ 20 70 3.08 1.87 3.85 2.77 

+GY 10 40 0.51 0.68 0.39 0.56 

+GY 10 70 0.43 0.63 0.32 0.51 

+GY 10 100 0.32 0.52 0.31 0.47 

+GY 20 70 0.84 0.86 0.71 0.77 
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Test Parameters Peak Force (kN) 

Dir Acc Rise 
LS Belt RS Belt LL Belt RL Belt MC Belt 

Phys Sim Phys Sim Phys Sim Phys Sim Phys Sim 

-GX 8 100 2.11 1.61 2.06 1.69 2.13 0.59 1.93 0.62 1.07 2.75 

-GX 10 70 2.88 2.27 2.81 2.12 3.24 0.86 3.05 0.88 1.56 3.71 

-GX 20 70 6.19 5.33 6.39 5.42 8.96 1.93 8.64 2.02 2.53 10.78 

+GZ 10 40 0.14 0.14 0.43 0.18 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.25 

+GZ 10 70 0.15 0.14 0.23 0.17 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.23 

+GZ 10 100 0.16 0.14 0.22 0.15 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.12 0.09 0.27 

+GZ 20 70 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.37 0.12 0.17 0.19 0.18 0.26 0.94 

+GY 10 40 0.42 0.27 0.18 0.21 0.65 0.24 0.44 0.20 0.64 0.37 

+GY 10 70 0.28 0.29 0.19 0.21 0.62 0.25 0.22 0.20 0.47 0.37 

+GY 10 100 0.31 0.22 0.13 0.18 0.42 0.25 0.19 0.25 0.62 0.30 

+GY 20 70 0.62 0.49 0.62 0.31 1.24 0.36 0.78 0.22 1.16 0.58 

 

Test Parameters Resultant Force Resultant Moment 

Dir Acc Rise 
Upper Neck Lower Neck Upper Neck Lower Neck 

XC Corr CORA XC Corr CORA XC Corr CORA XC Corr CORA 

-GX 8 100 0.86 0.64 0.75 0.66 0.51 0.58 0.85 0.72 0.78 0.91 0.77 0.84 

-GX 10 70 0.92 0.76 0.84 0.71 0.56 0.64 0.77 0.66 0.72 0.90 0.73 0.81 

-GX 20 70 0.91 0.83 0.87 0.74 0.54 0.64 0.84 0.79 0.81 0.88 0.75 0.82 

+GZ 10 40 0.37 0.42 0.39 0.64 0.55 0.60 0.53 0.36 0.44 0.54 0.43 0.49 

+GZ 10 70 0.80 0.67 0.74 0.78 0.62 0.70 0.91 0.80 0.86 0.60 0.64 0.62 

+GZ 10 100 0.71 0.59 0.65 0.69 0.56 0.63 0.86 0.75 0.80 0.57 0.62 0.59 

+GZ 20 70 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.53 0.58 0.55 0.52 0.59 0.55 

+GY 10 40 0.74 0.55 0.64 0.70 0.61 0.65 0.82 0.64 0.73 0.66 0.47 0.56 

+GY 10 70 0.74 0.38 0.56 0.73 0.26 0.45 0.61 0.55 0.58 0.64 0.58 0.64 

+GY 10 100 0.67 0.14 0.40 0.62 0.12 0.37 0.56 0.62 0.59 0.69 0.40 0.55 

+GY 20 70 0.61 0.38 0.50 0.64 0.51 0.57 0.80 0.57 0.68 0.72 0.51 0.62 
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Test Parameters Linear Resultant Acceleration Resultant Rotational Vel 

Dir Acc Rise 
Head CG Chest (T6) CG Pelvis CG Head CG 

XC Corr CORA XC Corr CORA XC Corr CORA XC Corr CORA 

-GX 8 100 0.94 0.71 0.82 0.96 0.76 0.86 0.91 0.73 0.82 0.94 0.80 0.87 

-GX 10 70 0.91 0.71 0.81 0.93 0.80 0.87 0.95 0.80 0.87 0.81 0.66 0.73 

-GX 20 70 0.90 0.76 0.83 0.85 0.75 0.80 0.90 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.78 0.84 

+GZ 10 40 0.75 0.66 0.71 0.78 0.60 0.69 0.77 0.62 0.69 0.29 0.45 0.37 

+GZ 10 70 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.84 0.77 0.80 0.84 0.75 0.80 0.97 0.83 0.90 

+GZ 10 100 0.72 0.79 0.75 0.74 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.73 0.75 0.89 0.64 0.76 

+GZ 20 70 0.76 0.72 0.74 0.88 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.81 0.84 0.65 0.74 

+GY 10 40 0.78 0.75 0.77 0.82 0.80 0.81 0.62 0.60 0.61 0.68 0.27 0.48 

+GY 10 70 0.89 0.78 0.84 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.92 0.83 0.88 0.69 0.52 0.61 

+GY 10 100 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.83 0.87 0.62 0.66 0.64 

+GY 20 70 0.86 0.73 0.79 0.88 0.83 0.85 0.92 0.82 0.87 0.75 0.51 0.63 
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Abstract 

Long-duration spaceflight has been shown to negatively affect the muscles of 

crewmembers. Through analysis of computed tomography scans of crewmembers on 4- 

to 6-month missions equipped with the interim Resistive Exercise Device, the 

deterioration of the psoas, quadratus lumborum, and paraspinal muscles was assessed. 

Computed tomography scans of 16 crewmembers were collected before and after long-

duration spaceflight. The volume and attenuation of lumbar musculature at the L2 

vertebral level was measured. Percent changes in the lumbar muscle volume and 

attenuation following spaceflight were calculated, and a one-sample t test was performed 

to assess significance of these changes. Crewmembers on interim Resistive Exercise 

Device-equipped missions experienced an average 9.54% decrease in volume and 6.03% 

decrease in attenuation in the quadratus lumborum muscles, and an average 5.25% 

decrease in volume and 5.31% decrease in attenuation in the paraspinal muscles. 

Crewmembers experienced no significant changes in psoas muscle volume or attenuation. 

No significant changes in intermuscular adipose tissue volume or attenuation were found 

in any muscles. Long-duration spaceflight was associated with preservation of psoas 

muscle volume and attenuation, and significant decreases in quadratus lumborum and 

paraspinal muscle volume and attenuation. 

Key Words: Astronaut, Cosmonaut, Microgravity, Muscle atrophy, Muscle attenuation, 

Computed Tomography 
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Introduction 

Significant skeletal muscle atrophy has been observed in crewmembers of long-

duration spaceflights, particularly in the legs and back [1, 2]. Muscle degradation due to 

prolonged exposure to microgravity during long-duration spaceflight can increase the risk 

of astronaut injury while on mission, upon return to earth, or later in life [1-6].  Studies 

on muscle atrophy during long-duration spaceflight have primarily focused on the lower 

extremities, so limited data are available to characterize loss in the supporting spinal 

musculature [2]. Historical magnetic resonance imaging data from 17-day missions have 

shown a 10% volumetric loss in the intrinsic back muscles (rotatores, multifidus, 

semispinalis, spinalis, longissimus, and iliocostalis) and 5% volumetric loss in the psoas 

muscles, while 16- to 28-week missions resulted in 16% loss in the intrinsic back muscles 

and 5% loss in the psoas muscles [1]. Although long-duration bed rest studies have been 

used as corollary for spaceflight studies of muscle degradation, these may not adequately 

capture the degree of back muscle degradation that occurs with long-duration spaceflight 

[7]. Back muscles are likely used in bed rest to adjust position, but are not used as much 

in spaceflight to make positional adjustments or support the upright body against gravity. 

Skeletal muscle atrophy incurred during long-duration spaceflight or bed rest is 

associated with increased muscle soreness, decreased muscle performance, and decreased 

postural stability [1, 8, 9].  

Generally defined as decreased skeletal muscle mass and function, sarcopenia has 

been shown to be associated with decreased quality of life and increased mortality in 

many different populations [10-13]. Sarcopenia has been reported with physical 

deconditioning as well as zero-gravity conditions [14]. Early spaceflights found that 
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returning crewmembers experienced increases in fatigability and decreases in overall 

muscle strength [15]. Sarcopenia has also been reported in bed rest patients due to their 

limited mobility. Reductions of 15% in type I and 17% in type II myofiber cross-

sectional areas of the vastus lateralis have been reported after 14 days of bed rest [16]. 

Atrophied and weakened spinal musculature paired with vertebral bone loss may 

lower an astronaut’s performance on a mission or affect their quality of life upon return 

to Earth, since lost muscle and bone mass are not immediately restored [1, 17, 18]. In 

particular, the combination of spaceflight-induced loss of muscle strength, sensorimotor 

impairment, reduced postural stability, and bone loss may predispose astronauts to 

vertebral fracture due to dynamic loading encountered in spacecraft launches and 

landings and/or due to falls in the years following spaceflight [1, 3, 9, 19]. 

Early exercise equipment in space consisted of bicycle machines which provided 

aerobic training that was ineffective in combating muscle loss, highlighting the need for 

on-board resistance-based exercise equipment [15]. Efforts to minimize muscle 

degradation on long-duration International Space Station (ISS) missions resulted in the 

introduction of the interim Resistive Exercise Device (iRED) which used elastomers to 

mimic weight-bearing exercise [20]. This was improved upon in 2010 with the 

introduction of the advanced Resistive Exercise Device (ARED) which simulated inertial 

loads experienced at earth-based gravitational pull. 

Volumetric changes in spinal musculature occurring as a result of prolonged 

spaceflight can be measured using computed tomography (CT) scans. Additionally, CT 

scans can provide insight into the development of intermuscular adipose tissue deposits 

as well as intramyocellular lipid deposits in the myocyte cytoplasm [21, 22]. The 
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combination of these analyses allows for investigation into the influence of long-duration 

spaceflight on muscle health. The objective of this study was to assess pre- to post-flight 

changes in the psoas, quadratus lumborum, and paraspinal muscles from spine CT scans 

of crewmembers (n=16) on 4- to 6-month iRED-equipped missions. 

Methods 

Retrospective CT scans were obtained from the Life Sciences Data Archive and 

Lifetime Surveillance of Astronaut Health project. Written informed consent was 

obtained from each subject and the study protocols were approved by the Wake Forest 

School of Medicine and National Aeronautics and Space Administration Institutional 

Review Boards. Helical CT images at the level of the L1 and L2 vertebrae were acquired 

using a GE Hispeed Advantage at 80 kVp and 140 mA with 3 mm slice thickness and 

0.94 mm pixel size [3]. Scans were obtained for 16 crewmembers made up of astronauts 

and cosmonauts (average age, 45.9 years; 15 males and 1 female) who flew missions 

between 4 and 6 months in duration during the period when iRED was available to 

crewmembers. Pre-flight CT scans were performed 30-60 days before launch, and post-

flight CT scans were performed within 7-10 days after landing [3]. 

The psoas, quadratus lumborum, and paraspinal muscle groups were segmented 

and analyzed from the CT images to characterize muscle volume changes (Figure 36). 

Segmentation was standardized using the morphology of the L2 vertebral body to ensure 

consistent regional analysis on a per-crewmember level. Segmentation was performed in 

the axial view starting with the slice superior to the L2 vertebral body and ending on the 

slice inferior to the L2 vertebral body. The pre- and post-flight scans per crewmember 

were quality checked to make sure they encompassed the same regions and had masks of 
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the same height. Semi-automated segmentation using Mimics software (v20, Materialise, 

Leuven, Belgium) included applying an initial Hounsfield Unit (HU) threshold for 

muscle (-29 to 150 HU) and then manually refining the mask to ensure voxels within the 

external boundary of each muscle were included in the mask (termed “total muscle 

mask”). Each of the three muscle groups was segmented independently without 

overlapping regions between the masks. Once all muscle groups were segmented, the 

axial slices were checked for consistent muscle boundary definitions on an intra-subject 

level. Once muscle masks were validated, a fat threshold was applied (-190 to -30 HU) 

[23] to define voxels representing intermuscular adipose tissue (IMAT) (termed “fat 

mask”) within the “total muscle mask”. A Boolean operation was then performed to 

subtract the “fat mask” from the “total muscle mask” to obtain the “true muscle mask”. 

Any fat voxels on the outer layer of the muscle mask were determined to be muscle fascia 

and were manually removed from the muscle mask to create a “fat infiltration mask” 

representing IMAT. 

 

Figure 36. (a) Muscle segmentations of the psoas (blue), quadratus lumborum (green), and 

paraspinal muscles (orange) on a CT scan. Fat voxels (white) have been removed from each of 

the muscle masks. (b) Three-dimensional view of the muscle segmentations represents 
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From these segmentations, pre- to post-flight changes in muscle volume were 

quantified. The volume of each true muscle mask was calculated by determining the 

volume of a 0.94 x 0.94 x 3.00 mm voxel and multiplying by the number of voxels in the 

muscle segmentation. Similarly, the volume of IMAT was determined using the same 

method. The gross fat percentage for each muscle was calculated as the percentage of the 

combined true muscle and fat infiltration masks occupied by the fat infiltration mask. 

Muscle and fat attenuation were calculated as the average HU for each mask. The pre- to 

post-flight percentage change for the volume and attenuation of each mask was calculated 

on a per-crewmember level. 

Statistical analysis was performed using JMP Pro (JMP®, Version 13. SAS 

Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Paired t-tests (alpha=0.05) were performed to determine the 

mean change in muscle and fat volumes on a per-crewmember level. Paired t-tests 

(alpha=0.05) were also performed to determine the mean change in muscle and fat 

attenuation on a per-crewmember level. Finally, paired t-tests (alpha=0.05) were 

performed on the percent change in the volume and attenuation of muscle and fat in the 

pre- versus post-flight scans. 

Results 

The psoas, quadratus lumborum, and paraspinal muscle volumes were grouped 

into a single mask to quantify the total change in lumbar muscle volume (Table 4). 

Fourteen of the 16 (88%) crewmembers showed a decrease in muscle volume following 

spaceflight, ranging from 2.44% to 10.52%. One crewmember showed a 4.65% increase 

in muscle volume following spaceflight. One crewmember showed no change in muscle 

volume from baseline. 
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Table 4. Changes in lumbar musculature along the L2 vertebrae for each crewmember. 

Subject Change in Muscle Volume 
(cm3) 

Percent Change in Muscle 

1 14.7 4.65% 
2 -30.4 -9.30% 
3 -4.5 -2.48% 
4 -30.2 -10.52% 
5 -12.1 -3.92% 
6 -12.8 -5.60% 
7 -32.9 -10.97% 
8 -20.5 -6.18% 
9 0.5 0.19% 

10 -22.3 -7.25% 
11 -12.8 -4.22% 
12 -23.1 -8.61% 
13 -28.6 -8.90% 
14 -2.5 -1.27% 
15 -16.1 -5.36% 
16 -6.6 -2.44% 

Mean (SE) -15.0 
(13.2) 

-5.14% 
(4.23%) 

 

Post-flight decreases in muscle volumes were observed in the crewmembers 

(Figure 37). Crewmembers experienced an average 1.24% (2.07% SE) decrease in psoas 

muscle volume, which was not statistically significant. Significant decreases in quadratus 

lumborum muscle volume (mean: 9.54%; 2.00% SE; p<0.0001) and paraspinal muscle 

volume (mean: 5.25%; 1.04% SE; p<0.0001) were observed. When combined, the total 

lumbar musculature of all three muscle groups showed an average 5.14% (4.23% SE; 

p<0.001) decrease following spaceflight. 
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Figure 37. Average percent changes (with standard error bars) in crewmember psoas, quadratus 

lumborum, paraspinal, and total lumbar muscle volumes. *p<0.05 

 

The individual muscle groups were assessed to determine the overall change in 

muscle attenuation (measured in HU) (Figure 38). The psoas muscles showed no 

significant changes in HU, with an average decrease of 1.47% (1.39% SE). The quadratus 

lumborum muscle demonstrated a significant HU decrease of 6.03% (1.49% SE; 

p<0.001). The paraspinal muscles also demonstrated a significant HU decrease of 5.31% 

(1.59% SE; p<0.01). 
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Figure 38. Average percent changes (with standard error bars) in crewmember psoas, quadratus 

lumborum, and paraspinal muscle attenuation *p<0.05 

 

The individual muscle groups were assessed to determine the overall change in 

IMAT amongst the crewmembers. None of the muscles showed significant changes in fat 

infiltration volumes (Figure 39). The psoas muscle showed an average increase in fat 

infiltration volume of 5.18% (9.68% SE). The quadratus lumborum muscles showed an 

average decrease in fat infiltration volume of 2.85% (11.52% SE). The paraspinal 

muscles experienced an average increase in fat infiltration volume of 2.47% (10.84% 

SE). 
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Figure 39. Average percent changes (with standard error bars) in crewmember psoas, quadratus 

lumborum, and paraspinal muscle fat infiltration mask volume *p<0.05 

 

Discussion 

The results of this study support the consensus that long-duration spaceflight is 

detrimental to the skeletal muscle of astronauts. The study shows the degree to which 

different lumbar muscles are affected after the implementation of iRED. It is noteworthy 

that iRED lessened the severity of muscle degradation seen in previous studies [1]. 

Although the paraspinal muscles are still experiencing degradation in space, the volume 

of muscle degradation has been effectively halved. The psoas muscle is no longer 

experiencing significant levels of degradation. This may be explained by its function as a 

hip flexor compared to the paraspinal and quadratus lumborum muscles which function 
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as posture stabilizers. This discrepancy in degradation of hip flexors and posture 

stabilizers may indicate that workout equipment is not adequately targeting the muscles 

responsible for stabilizing the lumbar spine. Loss in these muscles may leave astronauts 

more susceptible to lumbar injury after spaceflight. 

In addition to the volumetric changes exhibited in the muscles responsible for 

postural stability, the results demonstrate a potential decrease in quality of these muscles. 

Both the paraspinal and quadratus lumborum muscles exhibited a significant decrease in 

muscle attenuation. CT muscle attenuation is affected by IMAT. Previous studies have 

shown that a 1 HU decrease in muscle attenuation corresponds to a 0.01 g mL-1 increase 

in muscle lipid concentration [24]. This means that the approximately 3 HU decrease 

seen in the quadratus lumborum muscles corresponds to more than 0.03 g mL-1 increase 

in their lipid concentration as a result of prolonged microgravity. Studies have found a 

direct relationship between muscle attenuation and muscle strength even when 

controlling for cross-sectional area [25, 26]. Similarly, many studies have shown an 

increase in skeletal muscle lipid deposition with age [27] and with muscle-wasting 

diseases [28, 29]. The increased presence of lipids has metabolic consequences including 

increased risk of type 2 diabetes [30-32]. 

The decreases in both muscle volume and quality found in this study may contribute 

to a decreased strength in lumbar musculature that places crewmembers at risk for injury 

following spaceflight. Spinal injuries and pain are one of the most common post-flight 

injuries [33]. Longitudinal studies of astronauts and matched controls have found a 4.3 

times increased incidence of herniated nucleus pulposus in the astronaut population, 

occurring in 44 of 321 (13.7%) of astronauts [34]. In the first year post-flight, the risk of 
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herniated nucleus pulposus is 35.9 times higher in astronauts than controls [34]. Recent 

studies have found an association between spinal muscle atrophy and decreased lumbar 

lordosis that can lead to an increased risk of herniated nucleus pulposus [35, 36]. These 

findings further underscore the potential consequences of spinal muscle atrophy 

quantified in this study, as the decreased strength of lumbar musculature may increase the 

risk of herniated nucleus pulposus. 

In-flight countermeasures are of great importance in preventing post-flight injuries 

[37]. However, iRED and its replacement (ARED) lack exercise protocols that mimic 

spine loading on Earth [37], which may explain why spinal pain has yet to be eliminated 

with the use of such equipment [38]. NASA’s Astronaut Strength, Conditioning, and 

Rehabilitation (ASCR) team is continually focused on improving both in-flight exercise 

regimens as well as post-flight rehabilitation to prevent spinal injuries. While the results 

of this study demonstrate improvement to the lumbar musculature through resistive 

exercise devices, the lumbar musculature is still degrading in comparison to pre-flight 

values. These declines highlight the continued importance of the ASCR team as well as 

the inclusion of in-flight pharmacologic agents to aid in the maintenance of muscle health 

in order to offset in-flight deconditioning and promote a shorter re-conditioning period 

[33, 39-45]. 

Study limitations include a small sample size (n=16). However, there were only 19 

crewmembers on ISS missions during the data collection period. Furthermore, the sample 

included mostly men, with only one female participant. However, there were only two 

female ISS crewmembers during the data collection period. Another limitation to the 

scans was the small region of interest which only spanned the L1-L2 vertebrae. The 
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physiologic changes to the entire muscle were characterized by the changes experienced 

at the level of the L2 vertebral body. It is possible that this region did not entirely capture 

the significance of changes. Despite these limitations, statistically significant changes 

were found in two of the three muscles studied.  

Conclusions 

Using pre- and post-flight CT scan analysis, we quantified changes in lumbar 

musculature in crewmembers of long-duration space missions during the iRED era. 

Through countermeasures including resistive exercise training (e.g. iRED), crewmembers 

are effectively combating muscle deterioration. While these measures appear to have 

eliminated degradation in the psoas muscles, there are still deleterious effects in the 

quadratus lumborum and paraspinal muscles. This may leave crewmembers susceptible 

to back injuries on re-entry and in the months following spaceflight. Future studies 

should focus on targeting muscles responsible for postural stability in microgravity to 

prevent their degradation while on missions. 
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Abstract 

Data on the effects of long-duration spaceflight on crewmember neck musculature is 

limited. Changes in the neck musculature were analyzed from pre-flight and post-flight 

magnetic resonance images of 6 crewmembers on 4- to 6-month missions equipped with 

the advanced Resistive Exercise Device. The scans were resliced to remove variation in 

spinal curvature, and the cross-sectional area of neck musculature at the C1-C2, C4-C5, 

C7-T1, and T1-T2 intervertebral disc levels was measured bilaterally. Percent changes in 

the neck muscle cross-sectional areas following spaceflight were calculated, and a one-

sample t test was performed to assess significance of these changes. Crewmembers on 

advanced Resistive Exercise Device-equipped missions experienced an average 24.4% 

increase in cross-sectional area for the trapezius muscle at the C6-C7 intervertebral disc 

midpoint, an average 9.5% increase in cross-sectional area for the semispinalis capitis 

muscle at the C4-C5 intervertebral disc midpoint, and an average 8.9% increase in cross-

sectional area for the sternocleidomastoid muscle at the C4-C5 intervertebral disc 

midpoint. Crewmembers experienced no significant changes in the cross-sectional areas 

of the levator scapulae, splenius capitis, rectus capitis posterior major, scalenus anterior, 

scalenus posterior, scalenus medius, rhomboid minor, longissimus capitis, or obliquus 

capitis inferior muscles at the locations measured. Recent 6-month spaceflight conditions 

are associated with preservation of cross-sectional area in most neck muscles, and 

significant increases in the cross-sectional areas of the trapezius, semispinalis capitis, and 

sternocleidomastoid muscles. 
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Introduction 

Lower extremity skeletal muscle atrophy has been established for crewmembers 

on long duration spaceflights [1, 2]. The risk of injury to astronauts while on mission, 

upon landing, and after returning to gravity can be increased as a result of microgravity 

induced muscle degradation [1-6]. One common spinal injury risk increased in astronauts 

is that of a herniated nucleus pulposus. Nucleus pulposus herniations occur 4.3 times 

more often in astronauts’ lifetimes, with the incidence of herniation in the cervical 

intervertebral discs being 21.4 times higher than civilian populations [7]. The immediate 

risks following spaceflight are even higher with astronauts being 35.9 times more likely 

to experience a herniated nucleus pulposus during the first year post-flight [7]. Recent 

studies have found an association between spinal muscle atrophy and decreased lumbar 

lordosis that can lead to an increased risk of herniated nucleus pulposus [8, 9].  

Historical studies have found insignificant changes in overall neck musculature 

following long-duration spaceflight [1]. However, there is limited information on the 

changes of individual neck muscles and the effects of current in-flight exercise 

interventions on the neck musculature. Bed rest studies have been used to investigate 

physiological effects of microgravity, given the ease of conducting tests and the ability to 

recruit larger sample sizes. One such study focusing on neck muscle changes after 60 

days of bed rest found significant increases in muscle volume for the splenius capitis, 

spinalis cervicis, longus capitis, longus colli, levator scapulae, sternocleidomastoid, and 
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all three scalenes [10]. However, it has been postulated that there is a core difference in 

cervical motion during spaceflight compared to bed rest studies that may lead to 

differences in spinal muscle changes between the two groups [11]. Therefore, there is 

apparent value in having spaceflight spinal musculature studies to supplement and 

validate the results of bed rest studies. 

It is important to note that muscle atrophy/hypertrophy is only one component 

affecting crewmember injury risk changes following long-duration spaceflight. Rather, it 

is the combination of spaceflight-induced loss of muscle strength, sensorimotor 

impairment, reduced postural stability, and bone loss that leads to injury during the 

dynamic loading encountered in spacecraft landings, post-flight falls, and in daily living 

[1, 3, 12, 13]. To address these concerns, in 2008 the International Space Station (ISS) 

mission 18 introduced an advanced Resistive Exercise Device (aRED) to simulate earth-

based gravitational pull and mimic weight-bearing exercise. The positive effects of 

resistive exercise on the lumbar musculature are evident with preservation of the psoas 

muscles and 9.54% and 5.25% decreases in the quadratus lumborum and paraspinal 

muscles, respectively [14]. However, bed rest literature suggests these beneficial effects 

of aRED may not translate to the cervical region [10]. It is important to quantify the 

current effects of ISS missions on neck musculature when evaluating the efficacy of 

future in-flight interventions. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an evaluative tool particularly adept at 

detecting soft-tissue boundaries that can aid in identifying and measuring the size of the 

neck muscles [10]. Performing these measurements both before and after long-duration 

spaceflight allows for the investigation of the effects of microgravity on overall muscle 
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health. The objective of this study was to assess pre- to post-flight changes in the neck 

musculature from cervical MRI scans of crewmembers (n=6) on 4- to 6-month aRED-

equipped missions.  

Methods 

Retrospective MRI scans were obtained from the Life Sciences Data Archive and 

Lifetime Surveillance of Astronaut Health project. Written informed consent was 

obtained from each crewmember and the study protocols were approved by the Wake 

Forest School of Medicine and National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Institutional Review Boards. Pre- and post-flight T1-weighted MRI scans of the cervical 

regions were acquired using a Siemens Magnetom Verio 3T scanner for 6 crewmembers 

(average age, 51 years) on Expeditions 34-38, each lasting longer than 100 days in 

duration [15]. 

For accurate comparison of pre- and post- flight neck muscle cross-sectional area, 

it is important to ensure consistency in measurement location. This proves difficult due to 

inconsistencies in lordotic curvature which arise from postural changes during MRI 

protocols. Additionally, a decrease in lordotic curvature is a known effect of spaceflight 

and measurement techniques should be adjusted to correct for these changes [16]. In a 

previous study, this was done by aligning the axial view of the MRI parallel to each 

intervertebral disc during the scanning protocol [16]. Since MRI scans were collected 

retrospectively in this study, a method for reslicing the cervical MRI scans, using Mimics 

software (v20, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium), was developed to derive the correct axial 

view needed for consistent measurement. The Mimics reslicing tool axially reslices the 

MRI scan in the direction of a given curve. To orient the axial view parallel to the 
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intervertebral discs, a curve was created in the sagittal view which passed through the 

centroids of each vertebra and traveled perpendicularly through the intervertebral discs 

(Figure 1a). When resliced along this curve, the newly created axial view aligned parallel 

to the intervertebral discs at every vertebral level (Figure 1b). To ensure a consistent 

reslicing method between scans, the resliced curve was generated using the sagittal slice 

cutting through the center of the spinal cord at the C2-C3 intervertebral disc level. This 

vertebral level was chosen since the retrospective MRI scans were originally aligned 

parallel to the C2-C3 intervertebral disc per the scanning protocol. 

 
 (a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 40. (a) Centroids for each cervical vertebra were determined. (b) Spline curve 

through centroids was used to produce a re-sliced scan that standardized neck curvature 

across subjects. 

After reslicing the scans, neck muscle cross-sectional area measurements were 

taken using the Mimics measurement tool. This tool uses an algorithm based on 
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Hounsfield Unit values to interpolate muscle boundaries between manually selected 

points. Several points were chosen along the perimeter of each neck muscle to create a 

smooth, accurate muscle boundary, and cross-sectional area of the muscle was calculated.  

To ensure accurate comparison of muscle cross-sectional area from pre- to post-

flight scans, the vertebral level in which measurements were taken for each muscle was 

consistent and in agreement with previous literature [16-19]. Muscles not previously 

measured in literature were measured at the same vertebral level as neighboring muscles 

or at the most inferior intervertebral disc present in all scans (T1-T2). Twelve cervical 

muscles were measured at one of four measurement locations shown in Table 1 and 

Figure 2. Measurements were collected for both the right and left side of each muscle, 

providing a total of 12 pre-flight and 12 post-flight samples for each muscle across the 

six crewmembers. The mean pre- to post-flight percent change for each muscle was 

calculated by summing the individual changes and dividing by the sample size (n=12). 
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C1-C2 

 

C4-C5 

 
C7-T1 

 

T1-T2 

 

Figure 41. Cross-sectional measurements were acquired at specific intervertebral levels 

for the longissimus capitis (LC), obliquus capitis inferior (OC), rectus capitis posterior 

major (RC), sternocleidomastoid (SCM), levator scapulae (LS), trapezius (TPZ), 

semispinalis capitis (SC), splenius (SPL), scalenus posterior (SP), scalenus medius (SM), 

scalenus anterior (SA), and rhomboid minor (RM). 
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Table 5. Vertebral level of neck muscle cross-sectional area measurements. 

Measurement 

Location 

Muscles Measures 

C1-C2 intervertebral 

disc 

longissimus capitis, obliquus capitis inferior, rectus capitis 

posterior major [17] 

C4-C5 intervertebral 

disc 

levator scapulae [16, 19], semispinalis capitis [17, 19], 

splenius (combined capitis and cervicis) [17, 19, 20], 

sternocleidomastoid [16, 19], trapezius [16, 17, 19] 

C7-T1 intervertebral 

disc 

scalenus anterior [20], scalenus medius [20], scalenus 

posterior [20] 

T1-T2 intervertebral 

disc 

rhomboid minor 

Statistical analysis was performed using JMP Pro (JMP®, Version 13. SAS Institute 

Inc., Cary, NC). Shapiro-Wilk w tests were performed to assess the distribution of data. 

Paired t-tests were performed on the pre- to post-flight percent change in each neck 

muscle cross-sectional area. Multiple linear regressions were performed on muscles with 

significant changes to investigate potential predictor variables. Comparisons between the 

neck muscle cross-sectional area changes in this study and historical volumetric bed rest 

studies with resistive exercise were performed according to the calculations outlined by 

Whitley et al. to compare two means arising from unpaired data [21]. 

Results 

Pre- to post-flight changes in the muscle cross-sectional areas measured in the six 

crewmembers are reported in Table 2 and Figure 3. The Shapiro-Wilk w test supported a 

normal distribution of all neck muscle changes (p>0.05). Post-flight increases in muscle 

cross-sectional area were observed in the semispinalis capitis (mean: 9.50%, 2.59% SE, 

p=0.004), sternocleidomastoid (mean: 8.95%, 2.64% SE, p=0.006), and the trapezius 

(mean: 24.43%, 10.12% SE, p=0.034). 
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Ten of the 12 (83%) semispinalis capitis muscles showed an increase in cross-

sectional area following spaceflight ranging from 5.0% to 19.9%. Two semispinalis 

capitis muscles showed a decrease in cross-sectional area following spaceflight of 1.1% 

and 11.6%, respectively. The two semispinalis capitis muscles that decreased in size were 

found in different crewmembers.  

Ten of the 12 (83%) sternocleidomastoid muscles showed an increase in cross-

sectional area following spaceflight ranging from 4.9% to 27.2%. One 

sternocleidomastoid muscle showed a 10.8% decrease in cross-sectional area following 

spaceflight. One sternocleidomastoid muscle showed no change (<1%) in cross-sectional 

area from baseline. The two sternocelidomastoid muscles that did not increase in size 

were from different crewmembers.  

The trapezius showed the widest distribution of changes with 9 of the 12 (75%) 

muscles showing an increase in cross-sectional area following spaceflight ranging from 

8.7% to 91.2%. Three trapezius muscles showed a decrease in cross-sectional area 

following spaceflight ranging from 2.7% to 36.0%. One crewmember accounted for two 

of the three trapezius muscles with decreased cross-sectional areas.  

Neck muscles with non-significant changes included the longissimus capitis (mean: 

7.77%, 7.96% SE), obliquus capitis inferior (mean: -4.13%, 4.85% SE), rectus capitis 

posterior major (mean: 7.57%, 7.57% SE), levator scapulae (mean: 0.23%, 2.98% SE), 

splenius capitis (mean: 2.92%, 5.36% SE), scalenus anterior (mean: 0.48%, 4.96% SE), 

scalenus medius (mean: 2.59%, 5.06% SE), scalenus posterior (mean: 0.13%, 4.20% SE), 

and rhomboid minor (mean: 20.8%, 11.7% SE). 
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Table 6. Percent changes in cross-sectional area (CSA) muscle measurements for the six 

crewmembers (S1-S6). 

Disc 

Locatio

n 

Muscle 

% Changes in Muscle CSA Pre- to Post-flight 

S1 

(L) 

S1 

(R) 

S2 

(L) 

S2 

(R) 

S3 

(L) 

S3 

(R) 

S4 

(L) 

S4 

(R) 

S5 

(L) 

S5 

(R) 

S6 

(L) 

S6 

(R) 

C1-C2 

Longissimus 

Capitis 

22.

9 
14.4 0.5 26.7 

-

16.4 
30.0 -5.9 

-

45.7 
-3.5 6.3 65.6 -1.6 

Obliquus 

Capitis 

Inferior 

-6.4 4.3 14.6 
-

23.7 
-6.1 -0.4 26.2 13.4 -9.8 

-

26.2 

-

26.7 
-8.9 

Rectus 

Capitis 

Posterior 

Major 

-1.5 0.2 
-

12.6 
25.4 56.5 27.4 18.3 

-

33.9 
12.1 33.1 

-

27.0 
-7.2 

C4-C5 

Levator 

Scapulae 
9.6 11.8 -6.1 7.0 -4.1 3.1 -5.3 -5.3 21.4 -5.0 

-

12.7 

-

11.6 

Semispinalis 

Capitis 

16.

6 

-

11.6 
15.1 19.9 17.1 13.1 5.0 8.3 5.3 12.1 14.2 -1.1 

Splenius 

Capitis 
3.6 16.5 27.2 24.5 

-

22.1 
-9.5 -2.5 

-

23.4 
29.3 5.1 

-

15.4 
1.9 

Sternocleido

-mastoid 

15.

2 
9.9 4.9 27.2 7.0 0.4 6.9 

-

10.8 
13.6 13.4 12.3 7.4 

Trapezius 
14.

2 
41.2 11.9 -2.7 47.7 26.4 8.7 46.1 60.0 91.2 

-

36.0 

-

15.6 

C7-T1 

Scalenus 

Anterior 
-8.9 25.6 2.3 -2.0 

-

30.3 
33.0 1.3 -8.9 12.4 -4.1 

-

15.8 
1.0 

Scalenus 

Medius 
-7.8 

-

19.8 
-0.7 8.4 37.6 20.2 2.6 

-

17.4 
19.4 12.4 

-

13.1 

-

10.7 

Scalenus 

Posterior 
-3.5 14.4 4.4 9.8 

-

21.5 
-6.0 

-

11.4 
7.9 15.8 19.3 

-

25.9 
-1.8 

T1-T2 
Rhomboid 

Minor 

35.

0 
85.8 82.1 67.4 

-

25.8 

-

20.1 
0.4 -7.6 

-

23.9 
-2.6 35.0 23.8 
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Figure 42. Changes in neck muscle cross-sectional area with long-duration spaceflight. Error bar 

denotes standard error. *Denotes significance with p<0.05 

 

Linear fits of the changes in sternocleidomastoid vs. trapezius, trapezius vs. 

semispinalis capitis, and semispinalis capitis vs. sternocleidomastoid all resulted in 

statistically non-significant trends (α=0.05). 

Comparison of this data to a volumetric analysis of neck musculature during two 

months of bed rest with a resistive exercise intervention was performed [10]. There were 

no statistically significant differences between the cross-sectional area changes of 

astronauts compared to volumetric changes in the bed rest population in Belavy et al. for 

the semispinalis capitis, longissimus capitis, splenius capitis, sternocleidomastoid, or the 

three scalenes (p>0.05). However, there was a significant difference noted in the two 
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studies with regards to the levator scapulae which had higher degrees of hypertrophy in 

the bed rest study (p=0.003). 

Discussion 

The results of this study support the historical consensus that long-duration 

spaceflight does not lead to atrophy of the neck muscles of astronauts. The study shows 

the degree to which different neck muscles are affected on current ISS missions. It is 

possible that neck muscle hypertrophy occurs because the muscles are not as heavily 

loaded on Earth as lower back and limb musculature, decreasing the potential for atrophy 

[10]. It is also possible that the increases in the trapezius, semispinalis capitis, and 

sternocleidomastoid can be attributed to the constant daily use of these particular neck 

muscles during spaceflight. Collectively, these three muscle groups are responsible for 

the flexion, extension, and torsion movements of the neck that are required for nearly all 

everyday tasks on the ISS and for maintaining an upright positioning of the head. As 

such, it is reasonable to assume that these muscles are adequately maintained or even 

strengthened during the entire spaceflight duration. 

Conditions of decreased muscle strength such as sarcopenia lead to increased 

mortality and decreased quality of life [22-25]. Astronauts are prone to sarcopenia 

manifesting as increased fatigability and decreased strength of muscles [26, 27]. Muscle 

size is just one metric to evaluate muscle strength. Bed rest studies have also shown 

decreases in type I and type II myofiber cross-sectional areas [28]. Aging and muscle-

wasting diseases have shown a relationship between muscle strength and fat infiltration 

of muscle [29-33]. Investigations into the fat content of neck muscles as well as curvature 
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and intervertebral disc changes may help explain the persistence of herniated nucleus 

pulposus risk despite preserved muscle size [7-9]. 

In-flight countermeasures are thought to aid in the prevention of post-flight 

injuries [34]. However, aRED lacks an exercise protocol that mimics terrestrial cervical 

spine loading [34], which may explain why spinal pain and herniated discs persist despite 

the introduction of resistive exercise on ISS missions [35]. NASA’s Astronaut Strength, 

Conditioning, and Rehabilitation team focuses on the optimization of in-flight exercise 

regimens as well as post-flight rehabilitation to mitigate the risks of these spinal injuries. 

While the results of this study demonstrate maintenance of the neck muscles onboard 

ISS, the risk of spinal injuries persist. The inclusion of in-flight pharmacologic agents 

could be used to aid in the maintenance of muscle health to offset in-flight 

musculoskeletal changes and to improve the rates of recovery to baseline values [36-43]. 

LIMITATIONS 

Study limitations included a small sample size (n=6). Though it is worth noting 

that there were only 18 crewmembers on ISS missions during the data collection period. 

The study was also limited by the preponderance of male ISS crewmembers during the 

data collection period. Finally, the study was limited by the MRI scan parameters which 

did not allow for the evaluation of muscle health or fat infiltration. The available scan 

data only made it possible to determine atrophy or hypertrophy of a muscle which has 

limited ability to comment on the quality of the muscle strength. Despite these 

limitations, statistically significant changes were found in three of the 12 muscles 

analyzed. Ongoing and future studies by our research team will address these limitations 
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by actively recruiting a more representative sample and combining MRI and computed 

tomography techniques to evaluate both muscle composition and size.  

Conclusions 

Using pre- and post-flight MRI scan analysis, we quantified changes in neck 

musculature among crewmembers of long-duration space missions during the aRED era. 

There were no noted decreases in neck muscle cross-sectional areas as a result of 

prolonged microgravity, with post-flight hypertrophy observed in the semispinalis capitis, 

sternocleidomastoid, and trapezius muscles. Nevertheless, there is an increased risk of 

cervical injuries in astronauts following spaceflight. This indicates that there are more 

contributors to cervical injury than just the size of an astronaut’s neck muscles. Future 

studies should include assessments of changes in muscle fat infiltration, intervertebral 

disc heights, cervical curvature, and vertebral bone density and cortical thickness in order 

to create a more robust picture of how microgravity places astronauts at increased risk. 

Following these characteristics, in-flight interventions can target these changes to 

mitigate some of the risk. 
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 

The research presented in this dissertation has yielded important contributions to our 

understanding of spaceflight conditions and their influences on muscle health and injury 

risks. The following aims have been fulfilled in this dissertation: 

1. The first part of this research used the NASA THOR 50th percentile ATD FE 

model to replicate testing conditions evaluated at AFRL using the HIA. Overall 

the physical and simulation results closely matched each other, and the FE model 

received an average rating above 0.80 on a 0 to 1 scale. Previous literature on the 

variable ability of the THOR ATD model to perform in a biofidelic manner 

supports the claim that this FE THOR model can be used as a substitute in certain 

physical loading tests to assess the response of humans to similar sled 

accelerations. However, given the statistically worse performance under 40 ms 

rise time conditions, caution should be exercised when simulating short duration 

tests. This utility can be both a cost-effective and time-efficient alternative to 

physical sled acceleration tests that would subject human volunteers to 

unnecessary potential harm. 

2. The second part of this research showed crewmembers are effectively combating 

muscle deterioration. While these measures appear to have eliminated degradation 

in the psoas muscles, there are still deleterious effects in the quadratus lumborum 

and paraspinal muscles. This may leave crewmembers susceptible to back injuries 

on re-entry and in the months following spaceflight. 

3. The third part of this research found no decreases in neck muscle cross-sectional 

areas as a result of prolonged microgravity, with post-flight hypertrophy observed 
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in the semispinalis capitis, sternocleidomastoid, and trapezius muscles. 

Nevertheless, there is an increased risk of cervical injuries in astronauts following 

spaceflight. This indicates that there are more contributors to cervical injury than 

just the size of an astronaut’s neck muscles. 

Chapter two has been published in the Stapp Car Crash Journal. Chapters 3 and 4 

have been submitted and are under review at Frontiers in Physiology. 

Table 19. Publication plan for research outlined in this dissertation. 

Chapter Topic Journal 

2 Validation of a Finite Element 50th Percentile 

THOR Anthropomorphic Test Device in 

Multiple Sled Test Configurations 

Stapp Car Crash Journal** 

3 Lumbar Muscle Changes Following Long-

Duration Spaceflight 

Frontiers in Physiology* 

4 Neck Muscle Changes Following Long-Duration 

Spaceflight 

Frontiers in Physiology* 

*Submitted 

**Published 
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